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APPROVED BY: _________________________________________________________________ DATE: _______________________________

PLEASE SELECT ONE:

 Okay to Print As Is

 Okay to Print With Changes

 Please Submit New Proof

PLEASE CHECK FOR:

 Dimensions (Both Bag and Art)

 Ink Colors

 Typographically or Graphic Errors or Omissions

 UPC Barcode (If Applicable)

 Compliance to Any and All Supplied Customer Art

ph: 800-820-4722
fx: 800-565-4722

www.interplas.com

Bag Style: Lip with Door Knob Hang Hole

Film Color: Clear
   Side    Bottom
 Width x Gusset x Length + Gusset

Bag Size: 9” x N/A x 12” + N/A

Approx. Image Area: 8.75” x 11.75”

Please read the following instructions carefully.
Your order is being held pending return of proof.  

PLEASE PROOFREAD AND INDICATE ANY CHANGES. 
By signing this form and approving the attached proof, you assume full 
responsibility for content accuracy. International Plastics is not responsible for 
errors, omissions or change if not noted below, and on the following proof. 
While International Plastic adheres to strict procedures whenever a custom 
printed item is made, there are given variances that can not be avoided. Be 
sure to bring to our attention any areas that you consider a “project killer”, so 
that we can pay special attention to or dialogue with you about that particular 
concern. PLEASE NOTE: PMS color swatches are only to be used for reference 
only. They are not to be used for exact identification. Ink colors can look 
extremely different on a computer monitor compared to the final product 
Please refer to a printer’s PMS swatch book for more accurate reference. Use 
of Eye Marks are an industry standard in flexo printing. Be aware that they 
may vary in size, dimension and location from job to job. In some instances 
they can be omitted. Please discuss options with your sales rep


